BC Dockers
Are Poised
To Strike
VANCOUVER, B.C. — ILWU
longshoremen are poised to
strike the wharves of British
Columbia in the next two to three
weeks unless satisfactory settlement is reached in contract negotiations with the Shipping Federation of British Columbia.
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Conciliation proceedings, required
by law, but with the ILWU dock and
terminal locals refusing to participate, broke off Thursday, February
28. All ports of British Columbia are
involved with the exception of Prince
Rupert, which has a separate contract.
The contract expired last September 30 and work has continued on a
day-to-day basis since then.
DRIVE AHEAD
Last October Canadian ILWU
locals voted at a series of stop-work
meetings to set aside conciliation
and drive ahead with direct negotiations, and shape up a program for
economic action if necessary.
The heart of the issue has been
some movement toward a mechanization program similar to the US
West Coast dockers, as well as industry-wide bargaining covering all
branches of longshore work.
The ILWU International Executive
Board, in recent meetings, took note
of the possibility of a showdown, and
pledged the Canadian membership:
"Full and wholehearted support in
whatever action they might deem
necessary to secure their demands."

Stalemate

Isle Sugar
Workers
Wait Reply
HONOLULU — Work has resumed and negotiations are continuing but ILWU members on
25 Hawaii sugar plantations who
walked out for 10 days after
agreements expired January 31,
have still not received a proposal
from management which meets
their basic demands. These include:
• Equal pay and benefits for equal
work on all plantations;
• Industry-wide bargaining for an
industry-wide agreement;
• Guarantees of benefits under the
agreement;
• Protection against layoffs and
lack of work opportunity for present

employees;

Dockers of
Japan Seek
Pacific Aid
SAN FRANCISCO —Received
here at ILWU Headquarters last
week was a request from the
Council of Unions of Dock Workers in Japan asking for support
and sympathy with actions of
Japanese dockers in their longdrawn-out fight to win decent hiring practices and safety rules on
the job.
The letter, also addressed to all
dock workers in the Pacific and
Asian areas — including Australia,
Indonesia, India, China, etc.—called
for some demonstration or other
action against Japanese ships on
March 15, 1963.
On March 27, 1962, an International Solidarity Action campaign in
support of Japanese dockers was held
successfully in ports throughout the
Asian and Pacific area, including a
number of demonstrations by ILWU
longshore, ship clerk and walking
bosses locals on the West Coast,
Canada, Alaska and Hawaii.
SUPPORT GIVEN
In some cases, the demonstrations
took the form of extended lunch
hours, in others delegations of dockers visited the ships to inform officers and crews of ILWU sympathy
with the Japanese dock workers demands, and in other cases committees sent wires or visited Japanese
consulates or other representatives
with statements of support for
brother longshoremen in Japan.
The key issue this year continues
to be the fight of Japanese unions
against shipping companies, stevedoring contractors, and the government for a system of decasualization
(Continued on Page 3)
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These pictures by famed photographer Otto Nagel, reveal the latest in modern, technological changes on the waterfront—in this case a Norwegian-built
paper ship, the Bessegen, which makes a regular run between Southern California
and the paper mills of Powell River, B. C.The extremely modern ship was designed
for almost totally mechanized loading and discharge of paper. Three gantry
cranes (top panel) can work at the same time. Totally automated hydraulic
hatch covers open the ship in a matter of moments. Specially designed equipment
can lift eight full-size rolls at a time to the dock, where lift jitneys remove it for
storage. Because of the speed of operation, it takes five jitneys to service each
hatch. Each crane can discharge 200-250 rolls per hour, compared to the conventional 60-70 rolls—tripling production per hatch with far fewer men. Note that
there are no dockmen under the crane. The hatches (lower panel) are all squares
—no wings, no decks. All rolls are stowed on end from main deck to lower hold.
Shoring bags are placed along the sides or between rolls if there is slack space.
The bags are inflated with air to keep cargo from shifting. To prepare the hatch
for working all that is needed is to deflate the bags. These pictures were made as
part of the current project, soon to be published, of a book on waterfront mechanization. Hagel will be remembered for his famed study of the waterfront, in
1937, titled "Men and Ships." The new book will be titled "Men and Machines."

Who Said It?
It would be a fatal confession of lack of faith in ourselves
and our values if we declared that Castro must go because he
might succeed.
(Turn to back page for name of author.)

• A wage increase commensurate
with the industry's highly profitable
past year.
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Instead of meeting these issues,
the employers have brought a public relations program into negotiations.
In a half-hour negotiating meeting, February 28, the sugar companies submitted a summary of their
position on all items in negotiations
which was simply a re-statement of
their former position and conclusions.
It stated that the only condition
on which the Industry Committee
would bargain for two plantation
companies which seek a lower wage
line is on the basis of their proposal
for a 5-year agreement.
The public relations gimmick was
a document called "Company Proposals to Break the Stalemate." This
proposal and the union's reply are:
1. Set a definite schedule of continuing negotiations beginning
Monday (March 4) at 10 a.m.
The Union agreed.
2. Agree to first dispose of the cost
issues—wages, holidays, pension plan
improvements and so on — with
agreements being tentative on all
items until complete agreement.
Union: We will not agree to "dispose" of all cost items before bargaining on others. We will discuss
any issue that the employers wish
and we expect them to do the same
on any issue we propose to discuss.
Of course, it goes without saying that
agreement on one issue is only ten(Continued on Page 3)

ELECTION NOTICES
Local 17, Broderick, Calif.
Local 17, ILWU, Broderick, Calif.,
will hold its biennial nominations on
April 25, 1963 and final elections on
May 23, 1963 to fill the offices of
president, vice president, secretarytreasurer, recording secretary and
dispatcher, and 20 members of the
executive board, and three trustees.
Nominations will be made at union
meetings on April 25, 1963 at 12 noon
and 7:30 p.m. Polling will be between
the hours of 7:30 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.
at 600 4th Street, Broderick, Yolo
County, Calif.
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An Eastern Issue Comes Closer

*ow,
HIRTY YEARS ago—this week—March 4, 1933, Franklin
Delano Roosevelt delivered his first Inaugural Address,
and a nation that was shaken to its very roots, in which millions were hungry and hopeless, sat up, cheered—and started
to move. A lot of people insist on making comparisons between FDR and what we now have, so it might do some good
to look back.
"This is preeminently the time to speak the truth, the
whole truth, frankly and boldly," he said. "Nor need we
shrink from honestly facing conditions in our country today.
This great nation will endure as it has endured, will revive
and will prosper. So, first of all, let me assert my firm belief
that the only thing we have to fear is fear itself—nameless,
unreasoning, unjustified terror which paralyzes needed efforts to convert retreat into advance."
The country was desperate following the crash of 1929.
By Inauguration Day, 1933, the banks were all closed, financial transactions ceased, business and industry sunk to
their lowest levels. There were 1-2 to 13 million unemployed.
People had been looking to the government for help, but
President Hoover looked in another direction, talking about
"two chickens in every pot and two cars in every garage,"
and promised "prosperity is just around the corner." But
the streets just seemed to go in one direction, and there
were no corners. Hoover believed in the "trickle-down" idea
—that if you help those at the very top, who are very rich,
somehow a little bit of it will trickle down to the working •
people. Exactly like ;the "trickle-down" idea operating today
in Washington.

00SEVELT got right to the point—no pussyfooting! "A
host of unemployed citizens face the grim problems of
existence and an equally great number toil with little return." He emphasized that it wasn't because the country
had been hit by a plague, or a drough, or a war."Nature still
offers her bounty . . . Plenty is at our doorstep.
Why couldn't people use this plenty? "Primarily this is
becau,se rulers of the exchange of mankind's goods have
failed through their own stubbornness and their incompetence. . . . Practices of the unscrupulous money changers
stand indicted in the court of public opinion. .. . They know
only the rules of a generation of self-seekers."
He wasn't afraid to project widescale government-controlled plans to put the people back to work—finding jobs,
priming the economic pump—putting human values above
profit values—and bypassing politicians and money lenders.
He said:
"Recognition of the falsity of material wealth as the
standard of success goes hand in hand with the abandonment of the false belief that public office and high political
position are to be valued only by the standards of pride of
place and personal profit; and there must be an end to a
conduct in banking and in business which too often has
given to a sacred trust the likeness of callous and selfish
wrongdoing."
Roosevelt really did "get the country moving," and he
addressed his appeal to the man in the street, especially the
unemployed and those who were working at less than subsistence levels, those he called "the forgotten man." To
him he said:
"Our greatest primary task is to put people to work. It
can be accomplished in part by direct recruiting by the
government itself . . . but at the same time, through this
employment, accomplishing greatly needed projects to stimulate and reorganize the use of our natural resources."
Another reminder of how often unions have recently
asked for a vast public works program—not only to put people back to work, but to help in the transition to peace.

R

HE NEWSPAPER strike-lockout and news
blackout in New York City is three
months old. One publisher, Mrs. Dorothy
, Schiff of the New York Post, broke ranks
last week with the New York Publishers
Association and partially ended the blackout. Hers was one of the four papers which
locked out their workers when Local 6 of
the International Typographical Union
struck five others.
Mrs. Schiff resumed publication of The
Post last Monday on a day-to-day agreement with the union under the terms of
the old agreement. Meanwhile, the New
York Retail Association followed the lead of
Macy's and voted to boycott The Post as an
advertising medium.
A strike 3,000 miles away seems remote
to most of us, and certainly the issues don't
come through loud and clear over the networks or in the Western newspapers. But
the action of Macy's and the other New
York department stores suddenly brings the
strike-lockout closer to where we might give
the ITU something more than long-distance
moral support.

T

ACY'S IS not the only big retail store
with West Coast outlets. There are
many others. It is in order, we think, to
suggest that if the retailers are ganging up
in support of the publishers' determination
to starve out the printers, then it is quite
in order that workers everywhere make the
retailers pay for taking sides.
There's terrific power in the dollar that
stays in the pocket.
As we know printers, and being in the related craft of copy writing we have learned
to know them pretty well, they are a stouthearted lot who stick together and are as
keenly aware as ILWU members of the
meaning of "Injury to One is Injury to All."
The overwhelming nationwide vote for a
3 percent assessment to support the New
York local demonstrates this.
I N WINNING this major labor struggle—
and we are positive that they will—they
will do many things for all labor, particularly for newspaper labor. A prime issue and
one they must get settled is the right to do
their own collective bargaining. For years
the publishers have refused and are still
adamantly refusing a common date for expiration of the contracts of the various
crafts. This has resulted in the least mili-

tant of the crafts, namely, the Newspaper
Guild, being the leadoff and settling too
soon with too little.
Such, indeed, was the precedent to the
present strike-lockout. The Guild struck one
newspaper. It had the support of the printers and the other crafts. Despite this and
over the prbtest of the printers who were
next in line to bargain, the Guild strike
folded upon unsatisfactory terms.
The unsatisfactory terms then became a
pattern to which the publishers stubbornly
want to impose upon the printers. Had the
Guild held out and won, the chances are
great that the printers' strike would not
have occurred.
While we know something about printers,
we also know something about commercial
publishers, having worked for them a dozen
years non-union and a couple more in the
unionized state, we found them as ruthless,
arrogant and predatory as any group of employers in history.
In the non-union days we remember
working up to 20 hours in a day with no
overtime pay. We had stated starting times
but no stated quitting times. Work was seven days a week with an occasional Sunday
off if the city editor liked us. And peremptory discharge was always a possibility if
the managing or city editor came to work
with a hangover. There was no severance
pay and vacations were token, usually a
week with instruction to pick up a few
stories while you're not doing anything.
Win printers, win! We can't wait to cheer
the victory. Meanwhile, let's not reward retailers for punishing a newspaper that has
seen the light.
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THINGS REALLY started rolling in the famous first 100
I days, and soon labor found tremendous new opportunities to organize and move ahead and work toward wage
raises and better conditions through collective bargaining.
The President many times gave the go-ahead to labor,
as he made clear several years later, September, 1940, at a
Teamster's Union Convention in Washington:
"It is one of the characteristics of a free and democratic
modern nation that it have free and independent labor
unions. ... When union workers assemble with freedom and
independence at a convention like this, it is proof that the
American democracy has remained unimpaired; it is a symbol of our determination to keep it free."
In spite of the gigantic attacks against "that man in the
White House," FDR always aimed at preserving the free
enterprise system. But he knew that this demanded collective bargaining, good wages, hope for the unemployed, and
large public works projects. In this sense, he always moved
in a progressive direction. Contrast this with the New Frontier—undermining collective bargaining, clamping the lid
on wage increases, doing very little to help the unemployed,
opposing any reasonable increases in public spending—except for defense. FDR emphasized a taxation program to
help the poor—the New Frontier favors the rich.
It's very difficult not to try to make comparisons. Finally,
as we sit on the brink of a possible nuclear war, it's well to
remember the very last words that FDR was writing at the
time he died, words he was never able to deliver in person:
"The work, my friends, is peace. More than an end to
this war an end to the beginnings of all wars."
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ILWU Says Seattle-Alaska Trainship
Will Lose Dock Jobs, Harm Shipping
WASHINGTON, D.C. — Strong op- ship Company's request for assistposition developed here to a Senate ance to build three container ships,
bill which would authorize placing a as well as the Union's encourageJapanese-built trainship into service ment to Sea-Land's program placing
between Seattle and Alaska, as vanships in intercoastal trade.
"Frankly," Kibre said, "the ILWU
threatening longshore employment
looks ahead hopefully to the day
in Alaska.
ILWU Washington representative, when coastal and intercoastal trade
Jeff Kibre, testifed February 25 be- will again constitute a principal
fore the Senate Merchant Marine source of employment for longshoresub-committee, holding hearings on men. As for Alaska, our concern for
the bill (S534) which would admit its welfare. is a living thing. It flows
the vessel City of New Orleans, to from the vital interests of our memUnited States registry, to be oper- bership — longshoremen, warehouseated by the Alaska Steamship Com- men, fishery workers and others,
pany, to carry fully loaded rail cars. located in the port cities of the 49th
State."
Kibre testifed:
But, he emphasized, all ILWU
"The ILWU has a large stake in
this measure. It would reduce long- members in Alaska are opposed to
shore employment, especially in this Bill. He quoted Ralph Rider, the
Alaska; and at the same time,in our Secretary-Treasurer of the alljudgment, it may seriously threaten Alaska ILWU Council who said:
"The Alaska Council went on recthe evolution of more efficient and
cheaper service on a broad-scale ord against the use of The City of
basis. There is also the larger ques- New Orleans and also the Canadian
tion, of great significance to us, as rail barge last year and we are still
to whether the development of opposed to it. We feel that it will
coastal and intercoastal trade would be a great loss of jobs to us, will not
be benefited or hindered by the pro- lower the freight rates to the indiposed operation of a foreign-built vidual, and further, we protest the
use of the port of Whittier for any
trainship to Alaska."
The same bill, which died in Con- cargo movement other than military
gress last year, when it was sup- in time of national emergency."
THREATENS JOBS
ported by the Maritime AdministraThis proposed trainship, Kibre emtion, was, this year, opposed by the
Maritime Administration and the phasized, and the diversion of traffic
Department of Commerce as well as through Whittier "is likely to cost
all segments of the maritime indus- Seward, the existing connection with
try, including shipowner associations the Alaska Railroad, around half its
cargo-handling work — a loss that
and various other maritime unions.
will probably reduce this community,
PROTECT WORKERS
Kibre, in asking Congress to turn which depends upon longshoring for
down the bill introduced by Senator about 80 percent of its income, to a
E. L. Bartlett (D-Alaska), empha- distressed area.
The ILWU Washington represensized that the ILWU is in full agreement with improved water freight tative also said the trainship cannot
service, and the introduction of all be considered a water carrier as
new methods, as long as working such, but rather a unit of a conmen are protected against lay-offs templated rail system—"A self-proand loss of earnings. He pointed to pelled rail track, or an extension of
the ILWU's recent testimony sup- the rail lines. In that capacity it will
porting American-Hawaiian Steam- be utilized to sell rail service, not to

Hawaii Sugar Workers Keep
Trying to Break Stalemate
(Continued from Page 1)
tative depending on complete agreement.
3. Agree that neither side will introduce any more new issues into
negotiations.
Union: We don't expect to raise
any matters that we have not raised
in our original demands or in the
guarantees we demanded as essential for any consideration of their
5-year proposal. We reserved the
right, however, to explore any idea
that might help to bring about an
over-all agreement.
4. Continue the schedule of meetings until March 15, unless agreement is reached before that date.
Union: We are prepared to meet
daily—morning, noon and evening.
We are not setting any deadline on
continuing negotiations at least as
of now. If the employers want to terminate the daily meetings before, on
or after March 15, it is up to them.
The deadline the employers set of
January 31 by refusing to extend
the contract did not contribute anything toward bringing about an
agreement.
5. Jointly notify the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service now
that failing agreement by March 15,
their services are requested beginning March 18.
Union: We are not now setting any
deadlines on negotiations. We will
not join with the employers in requesting the services of the Federal
Mediation & Conciliation Service. If
the Federal Mediation & Conciliation
Service enters the Picture either at
the request of the employers or on its
own motion, however, the union will
cooperate with the Federal Mediation & Conciliation Service.
The employers' 5-Year contract
plan was proposed February 14 after

the union had held a 10-day stopwork, February 1-10, for negotiating
reports to membership meetings, and
after the union had mailed out thousands of brochures setting forth its
position.

FDR's Economic
Bill of Rights
In the midst of the war, in a
State of the Union message, January 11, 1944, Franklin D. Roosevelt spoke of "a second Bill of
Rights under which a new basis
of security and prosperity can be
established for all—regardless of
station, race, or creed." Among
these are:
The right to a useful and remunerative job in the industries
or shops or farms or mines of the
Nation;
The right to earn enough to
provide adequate food and clothing and recreation;
The right of every farmer to
raise and sell his products at a
return which will give him and his
family a decent living;
The right of every businessman,
large and small, to trade in an
atmosphere of freedom from unfair competition and domination
by monopolies at home or abroad;
The right of every family to a
decent home;
The right to adequate medical
care and the opportunity to
achieve and enjoy good health;
The right to adequate protection
from the economic fears of old
age, sickness, accident, and unem;
th
eernig
ploTyhm
t to a good education.

stimulate or promote the coastal
water trade."
In addition, Kibre and other witnesses said the bill would destroy the
the traditional US policy of reserving the domestic water-borne trade
for American-built vessels.
This competition by foreign-built
vessels in American trade, plus the
long-known interest of railroad corporations in eliminating water carriers, will adversely affect the recent
revival of intercoastal trade, Kibre
said, and may seriously affect the
future of the American Merchant
Marine, as well as longshore employment on all coasts.

Canada ILWU Seeks

Anti-Atom
Eight-Point
Peace Plan
VANCOUVER, B. C. — An eightpoint peace plan was recommended
last week by the Canadian Area officers of the ILWU following a conference on the union's position in
the current federal election campaign.
The plan, as outlined by Canadian
Area president Leo Labinsky, calls
for the following:
•Full political, economic and military independence of Canada from
US control and influences; the right
of the Canadian people to choose
their own destiny.
• Complete and general disarmament under effective international
control.
WANT NO BOMBS
•Canada to spearhead the organization of a non-nuclear club of nations which would not manufacture,
store or permit nuclear arms on their
soil or use nuclear weapons at any
time.
• Oppose the spread of nuclear
weapons to nations which do not yet
possess them and refuse anyone permission to place nuclear weapons on
Canadian soil or in the hands of
Canadian forces anywhere.
• Withdrawal from NATO and
NORAD and the establishment of a
world force to keep the peace under
UN supervision and control.
CONSTRUCTIVE PROJECTS
• A national plan to channel present defense expenditures into constructive peace projects at home
such as schools, hospitals, etc.
• Development of the public sector of the economy at home including the establishment of secondary
industries (manufacturing) to provide jobs.
• Economic and technical aid to
underdeveloped countries.

A SECRET SUPER GOVERNMENT
within the American government is
incompatible with the concept of
government by checks and balances
in strict accordance with the law.
Yet, it has now been revealed that
the Central Intelligence Agency is
just that. At least, it has been openly
charged and not denied that CIA is
paying pensions to the widows of
four aviators who lost their lives in
the abortive Bay of Pigs invasion of
Cuba. The CIA is the only agency
ever established in this country
without responsibility of accounting
to the people or to the Congress.
If, as has been stoutly maintained,
the US Government was not a participant in the invasion, then why
are US tax dollars being paid to the
widows? And if there is lawful reason to pay out such money, why is it
paid surreptitiously through various
banks; why not by Treasury check?
Whatever the answers — if CIA
should break precedent and give any
answers—the revelation of the payments certainly will not do much
toward enhancing the world prestige
of US foreign policy. The logical conclusion would be that CIA was created precisely for the purpose of
concealing two-faced policy. Is three
branch government of the United
States a thing of the past, when
neither the Congress nor the judiciary can check a department of the
executive?

—Headline in the New York Times,
Western Edition. March 1. 1963

THE HOPES OF THE NATION rest
upon the youth—how often have we
heard that one? And how true it is!
Today it is said that perhaps threequarters of a million—maybe even a
million — youngsters are actively
looking for work, with very little
hope and a dim view of the future.
Yet the highly-touted "Youth Employment Act of 1963" introduced in
the House and Senate, calling for the
setting up of a new Youth Conservation Corps, is expected to be open to
young men 16 through 21 years of
age—and for not more than 15,000
young men. The local area Youth
Employment program, another section, will be limited to not-more than
50,000 during the first year. On paper
this may look great with Congressmen waiting for the next election
year—but how about the kids, hundreds of thousands of them, who are
looking for work and training, and
on whom we say—so often, and so
loudly—our future depends?

Dockers of Japan Seek Aid
In Fight for Decent Conditions
(Continued from Page 1)
and safety rules. Conditions of Japanese dock workers, especially in
terms of hiring and safety, are extremely bad, according to a report
received here.
In addition, demands made by the
union in Japan will include a wage
increase and a guarantee of 160 hours
of work each month at the existing
basic rate.
GREAT HELP
The March, 1962, demonstration of
support in other countries, including
the United States, was of tremendous help in their fight for better
conditions, the letter from Japan
said.
This year's International Solidarity Day's activities in Japan is expected to rally more than 6,000,000

workers around a program of wage
increases to meet soaring prices and
for an extension of the Social Security System.
A recent ILWU Executive Board
meeting wired".. . Unanimous support for International Solidarity Day
in keeping with the program objectives . .. We wish you every success
in your efforts to win security and
satisfactory working conditions for
Japanese longshoremen."

Bandon Oidtimer Passes
BANDON, Ore. — Local 31 pensioner Frederick C. Reimann, a longshoreman on the Pacific Coast since
1920, passed away Sunday, February 17. He was born June 18, 1893.
He is survived by his wife Ilona, son,
Frederick and two daughters.
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State Health
Aide Praises
ILWU's Help

Hoffa Fights
Increase in
LaborBonds
WASHINGTON, D.C. — General
President James R. Hoffa of the
Teamsters Union has delivered a
sharp blast against threatened action by the Secretary of Labor to
raise above $500,000 bonds required
on trustees, officers, and administrators of Health, Welfare and Pension Funds.
"If bonding could be required on
the basis of 10 percent for instance,
in the Central States, Southeast and
Southwest (Teamster) Pension Fund,
the bond for each trustee would increase from $500,000 to $20 million,
and the total bond would increase
from $9 million to $360 million,"
Hoffa said.
Hoffa also told a Labor Department hearing that "literally millions of dollars in increased premiums (to the bonding companies)
would be taken out of the health,
welfare and pension benefits of
American working men and women"
if the bonding were increased.
Hoffa was sharply critical of the
Secretary of Labor's hearing. He said
there was no problem to justify
either the hearing or any increase
above $500,000.
PROFITS UNREPORTED
"We in the Teamsters Union are
even more interested than any public official that the funds which are
set aside for our membership
through collective bargaining be adequately protected against dishonesty
by the officers, trustees, or administrators of the funds. Since the date
of inception of these funds for the
benefit of the membership, there
has not been one single instance or
even charge of defalcation, conversion or any other form of dishonesty," Hoffa said.
Under the Welfare and Pension
Fund Disclosure Act, the Secretary of
Labor has discretionary power to
raise bonding terms.
Hoffa noted at one point in his
statement that the Surety Association of America had not been called
to open their files to the government to digclose experiences and
profits in the field of welfare and
pension bonding. Hoffa suggested
that they be called to do so.
He pointed out that if all the
bonding company profits were like
those in the Teamsters' experience
($745,000 in premiums against claims
pf $3,000) perhaps that's the reason
they do not want to open their files.

SAN FRANCISCO—Dr. Nemat Borhani, of the California Health Department, this week reported good
response by longshoremen already
contacted for the "Health Value Patterns" study being conducted by the
Health Department during the winter and spring of 1963.
The study, first announced to the
membership in the November 30,
1962 issue of The Dispatcher, includes about 600 ILWU members in
San Francisco chosen at random
from the locals' membership for interviews on their ideas and opinions
about health and illness.
The Health Department is pleased
with the results so far, said Dr. Borhani. At the same time, he stated
the interviewing is still going on.
UNION SUPPORTS
Members are interviewed in their
homes by Health Department interviewers. The interviews take about a
half hour and results are confidential. Each interviewer has,a letter of
introduction signed by the Union
Trustees of the Benefit Funds.
The Trustees continue to recommend that members cooperate with
the program if their names are
chosen for an interview, in line with
the ILWU's policy of lending support
to developing better health programs
for the membership and for the community as a whole.
The largest single lumber cargo ever
Lumber Cargo loaded in a British Columbia port,
which means the biggest lumber cargo ever loaded in the world, has been shipped
out of Vancouver in the Greek freighter Sifnos. She loaded 11,194,550 board
feet of packaged lumber at Western Water Terminals, Ltd., Wharf at the foot
of Carrall, all consigned to US Atlantic ports. When the huge freighter sailed,
lumber was piled seven tiers high on her deck. The previous largest lumber cargo
was shipped out of here last March in the Norwegian MS Ariel, totaling 10 million board feet. The Sifnos loaded her entire cargo at a single wharf in about
two weeks actual loading time, starting January 23.

Record

California Solons Stall
Brown's Liberal Program

SACRAMENTO—The 1963 session
of the California legislature, which
has now been meeting for two
months, has not to date lived up to
its liberal potential.
Legislative leaders have, in fact,
attempted to "cool off" a series of
notably progressive proposals by
Governor Edmund G. Brown in such
fields as social welfare and human
rights.
This is the judgment of the ILWU's
legislative representatives, Michael
Johnson and Nate DiBiasi, following
what has been a somewhat puzzling
opening period.
Johnson puts the problem this
SALEM — New industries that way:
might be attracted to Oregon be"Every time Governor Brown
cause of its maritime advantages
would hesitate to locate in a state comes out with one of his programs
where the port bodies lack authority —on civil rights or social welfare or
x) negotiate bargaining agreements whatever—Big Daddy Unruh (speaker of the assembly) or Hugh Burns
with their employees.
Enactment of a la W giving them (president pro-tem of the senate)
this authority is an economic must, comes out and says the program isn't
ILWU lobbyist George DesBrisay tes- going anywhere.
"They try to cool-off every mestified at a hearing on the public
sage Brown sends them," Johnson
.mployees' bargaining bill.
The measure was introduced at declares. "There's some kind of a
he request of the Labor Lobby and deal" among legislators "not to go
.mplements a plank in the state overboard on anything."
A series of visits to legislators with
Democratic platform.

Oregon Ports Need
Bargaining Pacts

STEEL PRODUCTION
United States
West Germany
Italy
Great Britain
France
Japan

Tons per worker
220
174
171
168
144
99

Source: American Iron and Steel institute

AGRICULTURE

RAILROADS

Output per
firm worker

Employees per
railroad mile
United States
France
Italy
West Germany
Great Britain

3.7
14.6
16.2
26,8
29.2

Source: Association of American Railroads

The
figires above which come from respected sources refute the
lotion that American workers must sweat and hold the
me on wages and conditions in order that American busiless may compete. Note that US workers produce the most
ons of steel per worker, operate the most railroad miles

Must US Workers Sacrifice?

whom they have close contacts has
brought this response, the ILWU
tepresentatives declare.
"These are people we know well.
They say the idea this year is not
to be too liberal. They start apologizing right away. They say it's going
to be tight this year. But they won't
say why."
Typical of the series of proposals
Governor Brown has been sending
the legislators is his social welfare
message, delivered on February 21.
In it the governor deals with what
he calls California's paradox — the
fact that ". . . in a basically healthy
and expanding economy, the number
of Californians requiring public assistance has not diminished and, following each recession, has reached
succeedingly higher proportions of
the working population."
"This has resulted, Brown declared, in a "mounting sense of public frustration with welfare, frustration which carries with it the potential of irresponsible action like that
which took place in Newburgh, N.Y."
What makes this frustrating, says
Johnson, is that the Democratic
party, which rules the roost here,
"has the tools to do anything it
wants."

United States
France
West Germany
Italy

$2.883 '
1,153
1,112
774
Source: Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development

UNEMPLOYMENT
United State,
Italy
Great Britain
France
Japan
West Germany

5.8%
4.3%
2.4%
1.9%
1.1%
1.0%
Source: U.S Government

with the fewest workers and produce more than twice the
farm output than their nearest runner-up—and have the
most unemployment. The figures are impressive enough to
show that the US work week could be drastically reduced
without endangering the country's leadership in man-hour
production in the basic industries. Note the comparison
between the production for railroads in the US and Britain.

Union Legislative
Reps Want Facts
SACRAMENTO — ILWU legislative
representatives at the current session of the California Legislature are
surveying locals for factual information to bolster major points in the
ILWU's legislative program.
All longshore locals in the state,
for example, have been asked to submit details on all cases of death and
injury suffered by members during
work on the docks.
This is to support the ILWU's third
major try for a basic dock safety law
in California, one that would require
bull rails, impose controls on stacking of cargo and generally make
safety a matter of law rather than
regulation by the state Department
of Industrial Safety.
Locals have been requested also to
report all cases where members have
had their automobile insurance cancelled because of their occupation or
cases where carriers have refused to
write insurance because of the applicant's race.
The latter information is to support a series of ILWU bills designed
to eliminate occupational and racial
discrimination in auto insurance.

Might-to-Work' Is
Passed in Wyoming
CHEYENNE, Wyo. — Republican
Governor Clifford P. Hansen took
only four hours to sign into law a
stringent "Right-to-Work" bill outlawing the union and agency shops.
A Democratic representative from
Laramie, who led the fight against
the bill in the lower house, said it
would damage the state's economy
and called it "a union-busting piece
of damn legislation." The new law
provides for harsh jail sentences for
"direct or indirect" violations.
The Wyoming AFL-CIO charged
that outside money and imported
public relations experts made passage of the bill possible. Leaders of
the anti-union campaign were the
Chamber of Commerce, Associated
General Contractors, Retail Merchants Association, and the Farm
Bureau.

Record Log Cargo in Bellingham

BELLINGHAM—Port records for a
single log shipment were broken by
the Enotis, a Greek carrier which
lifted 4.3 million feet for Japan.
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California Plan

How to Deal
With Scourge
Of Alcoholism

5,144
5,911
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MEDIAN ANNUAL EARNINGS OF LONGSHOREMEN
IN MAJOR PORTS OF THE UNITED STATE', 1959

SAN FRANCISCO — Alcoholism
ranks directly behind heart disease
and cancer as a health problem in
the United States, according to a
recent statement by Stanley Mosk,
Attorney-General of the State of
California, who called for support to
an Assembly Joint Resolution in the
State Legislature memorializing the
United States Congress to make a
special effort to defeat the growing
encroachments of the disease.
The memorial asks that legislation
be enacted for the appropriation of
5 percent of the Alcohol Tax Revenue to be distributed to the states
to meet problems of alcoholism.
Attorney-General Mosk pointed
out that "During the 1961-62 fiscal
.140
year, the Federal government colPORTS
140tat
lected $404,948,000 in taxes on liquors
of
percent
5
If
sold in California.
this were returned to the State for
14t4/ MEAN
rehabilitation, it would be over $20,000,000."
NEED PROGRAM
SOURCE: 1960 CENSUS OF POPULATIOti ,STATE REPORTS,TABLE 124
This 5 percent of the alcohol tax
would be used by states, according
1959 due to mechanization and other changes in method.
The income figures used in this chart are from the latest
to the resolution to encourage the
a large number of men actually earn was brought
What
earn"solution to problems created at the US Census of Population. They show median annual
into focus when Senator Wayne Morse, told the US Senate
state and local levels by the disease ings for longshoremen in all of the major ports of the United
on February 20: "Almost 25 percent of the longshoremen
is
of alcoholism, provided that the States for the year 1959. The Honolulu figure of $6240
in New York Harbor earn less than $3,000 a year. I said to
states which are recipients of this misleading if applied to the present time. Despite the inshipowners, 'How would you like to raise a family oi
the
appropriation be limited to those creases in the basic rate, average annual earnings in Honothree kids in New York on less than $3,000 a year?" Thouwhich adopt a program of research, lulu, especially for the Castle and Cooke longshoremen who
irehabil
and
sands more of them get less than $4,000 a year."
education, treatment
work the Matson vessels, have fallen considerably since
tation of the alcoholic."
In his statement delivered to the
Assembly Committee on Rules, Mosk
said:
"Alcoholism is the greatest contributor to California's juvenile delinquent population. More juvenile
crimes have been committed under
not report the McCormick, and Mrs. Joseph E. Hurthe direct or indirect influence of
OLYMPIA—A united employer at- his committee would
ley of Spokane and Roy Mundy o;
by
caused
been
bill
out.
alcohol than have
tempt to emasculate the state's unEphrata.
85
Almost
ce.
any anti-social influen
While labor has stalled the ememployment compensation program
percent of the juveniles under the through SB 355 took a bare knuckle ployer offensive, its own bill for imThe United Labor Lobby is supYouth Authority's jurisdiction got drubbing from labor spokesmen at a provements in the jobless pay pro- porting measures to prohibit distheir start from drunkenness.
Senate Labor Committee hearing gram has run into difficulties. SB crimination in housing which passee
"This one aspect of the problem is with the result that its possibility 337, increasing maximum benefits the Senate and are now in the Hous(
enough to justify the diversion of 5 for passage has been considerably from $42 to $47 weekly, faces par- Rules Committee. Governor Alber
percent of federal liquor revenues dimmed.
ticularly strong opposition in the Rosellini has urged passage bu
for these purposes."
Speaker Day has announced that II(
Labor
United
the
House.
for
off
g
Leadin
the
will allow them to die.
of
nt
Lobby, Joe Davis, preside
LABOR VICTORY
State Federation, cited figures to
Bellingham to Get New Crane
The campaign to bring these measLabor contributed to a major and
measure
cted victory in the House ures out of the Rules Committe(
BELLINGHAM—Port Commission- back his assertion that the
unexpe
and adroitly when that body by a vote of 54-44
ers have authorized the immediate is a "fiendishly clever
onto the House floor for a vote wa:
oyment
unempl
the
on
ed
raid
defeated a lien or "recovery law" intensified over the March 2 week
purchase of an $100,000 rail-mounted disguis
mil$96
of
which would allow the state to levy end when three clergymen launchec
gantry crane to speed up log han- reserve fund to the tune
lion."
on the modest estates of old age asdling and other heavy cargo.
a series of "sit-ins" in the rotunth
ILWU JOINS ATTACK
sistance recipients. The GOP broke
of the capitol building. The clergythe
of
an
in
expose
voted
Davis
ats
Joining
ranks and only four Democr
st
measure were James Costa of ILWU, for the measure. They are Speaker men are from Catholic, Methodi
s.
churche
James
and
ers,
Baptist
and
L.
Teamst
W.
s
Troy,
ntative
Day,
Represe
Smith
William
Fadling, International Woodworkers,
all members of the United Labor
Steering Committee.
Lobby
to
y
l
analog
politica
There's a
labor spokesmen pointed out
The
this story which workers—as vottwo dangerous features of
the
that
ers—should polider:
e are the provisions setmeasur
the
a
War,
Shortly after the Civil
a
so-called "benefit ratio"
up
ting
SAN FRANCISCO — The case of just a tiny, insignificant invasion o
veteran of that conflict named
payments into
rs'
for
employe
plan
Confor
g
runnin
Archie Brown, the first of its kind to this basic right, and doesn't affecJohn Allen was
the fund and that workers must be reach a higher tribunal, was argued many people.
gress in Mississippi. He had served
employed at least 16 hours a week last month before the Ninth CirLeonard added
as a private, and his opponent
20 weeks during a benefit period cuit Court of Appeals—a test of the
for
"The fact is there was no evidenc(
.
general
happened to be a former
t or
to be eligible for benefits.
right of all union members, under of unlawful behavior or conduc
As was the custom in those days,
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course
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part,
s
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the
any
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elect
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the First Amendm
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planned to do or had the power tc
op35Brown was a member of the
It happened that Allen's
ing Company in Seattle and General
anything that was wrong, and
do
re
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of
board
ve
executi
man
ponent spoke first. He gave a stirplant
Electric at the Hanford Atomic
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and
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open.
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"We argued that perhaps thE
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Washington State Labor Lobby Fights
Employer Raid on UnemploymentFund

Pvt. John Allen
Was a Vote Getter

Union Election Freedom Test
Goes to US Circuit Court
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OVERSEAS REPORT: Malayn, Thailoud,
By OSCAR WERTANEN, Local 24, HAROLD SHIN, Local 142, and JOHN C. AUSTIN, Local 511.
Following is a condensation of the report
on parts of Southeast Asia by ILWU delegates
from Aberdeen, Hawaii, and North Surrey,
British Columbia.
HE REPORT of your delegates to the Southeast
Asian countries would never be in order without first acknowledging our deepest gratitude for
the great honor of representing our union, in observing the situation at first hand, in contacting,
meeting and making new friends to promote better
understanding, relationship and appreciation between the workers of the world.

T

SINGAPORr
O

UR FIRST assignment came as a real shocker.
The drabness of Singapore, the dull, colorless,
dirty appearance of the city, the many thousands
of independent small business operators with their
goods for sale, but yet so few transactions taking
place, the general appearance of the people, the
hardship and poverty so apparently visible, the
stench of the city due to the open sewage system
and the stagnant river streams where many boats
and barges used for commerce and living are anchored with the water so polluted it appears ink
dark is an experience we shall never forget.

Political Persecution
Aims at Labor Control
HE DAY of our arrival, the Government had
Jamit Singh, secretary general and Yeow Fook
Yuen, treasurer of the Singapore Harbour Board
Staff Association in court for misappropriating
$7,643 of union funds. Workers turned en masse'
for the court hearing and in the evening thousands stood out in the rain for the mass meeting.
In subsequent meetings with the officials of the
union, we learned that it was a political persecution. In this regard we would like to point out
that there is a deliberate, determined, calculated
attempt by governments we observed to control
labor organizations.
In Singapore the present premier and the
deputy speaker of the House were formerly associated with the SHBSA. We made repeated attempts
to get in touch with the deputy speaker to help
us secure permission to visit the waterfronts
through his office but had no response.
The government is building a huge conference
hall and headquarters for the government controlled and endorsed National Trade Union Council with taxpayer's money. They have refused to
grant permission to the other independent council, the Singapore Association of Trade Union
(SATU) to hold their annual conference for reasons of "internal security."
Mr. Singh pointed out the Singapore government
was brought to power by the people and workers
based on liberal campaign promises, but once in
power became a conservative government, and
reneged on various campaign promises made to
the unions and the people.

T
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The qualifications of the leaders and the spirit
and militancy of the membership of the SHBSA
were a real comfort to experience. Their eagerness,
their enthusiasm and spirit can lead them nowhere but up.

collective bargaining agent for the workers. He
greeted us and escorted us around the strike
scene. Strike banners were posted on the side of
the company's buses. Bus drivers from other companies came to support the picket line. The following day the daily newspaper reported the strike
Delegates Meet a Real
was settled in the union's favor.
We visited the waterfront of Port Swetteham.
'Fireball' Labor Leader
Union has 3000 members. Waterfront visit revealed
HE MOST impressive individual we met on our
very primitive stevedoring operations. Dock cranes
trip, legal counsel for the SHBSA officials
are available but unloading method observed was
under court attack, was T. Rajah, a fireball if
all done by hands and slings. Conveyors are used
there ever was one. He was educated in England
in rubber loading, however the rubber bales are
and learned his socialism there. Physically small
loaded from hand carts and guided by hand onto
and slight, he has the fortitude of a great man.
the conveyors.
He operates from a very
Wages amount to
meager office. His recabout $2.12 (in US dolord, sacrifices and feellars) per 8 hours for
ings for the workers are
acting foreman; $1.48
a real credit to him.
for winchman per 8
Workers respect and adhour day; dockman,
mire him.
$1.35; laborer, $1.40.
workers
group
of
A
Employer-paid medical
was hauled in court for
plan covers both worker
gathering together on
and family. Minimum
NINA
the sidewalk and yellwages amounting to 160
ing "Bersatu! Bersatu!"
hours of work guaranvanz ;,,prA
which means unity. Mr.
teed every month; five
Rajah after representpaid holidays. Vacations
ing them and having
KRLJN
—11 days (only for daily
them released went to
t
rated wharf workers);
the identical spot and
sick benefits — only
committed the same ofpneumonia and malaria
fense, yelling Bersatu!
Isthmus of
covered—full pay until
Bersatu! Nothing haprecovery.
akhon Si
pened to him. He pointatirfraar,g
We also visited the
ed out that because he
de
plantation workers' unknew what his rights
ion, the largest in Maare the authorities
laya. It has an industrydidn't arrest him, but
wide collective bargainworkers get pushed
ing agreement for its
LAVA
around.
rubber workers. Wages
Singapore had a popare tied to price of world
ulation of half a million
rubber. They average
before war. It increased
$1.17 per 8 hours of
to one million after the
work.
war due to displaced inAn interesting comdividuals and war refment was made by Mr.
ugees settling there. Presently has 1.7 million and
Krp Perumal, a union official, regarding foreign
expects 2 million soon. Has fastest birth rate in the
capital in the rubber industry. Investors won't put
world with one half of population below 15 years.
money in overseas operation unless reasonable reHousing and jobs are main problem. Industrializaturns are realized. Certainly with this psychology,
tion has been slow. Housing problems have been
negotiations must be a rather tame affair.
easier to tackle. We visited a housing project and
P. 0. Narayanan, secretary, is considered one of
spoke to Mr. Tian Boon Tan, the manager.
the outstanding union leaders in Malaya. A young,
All rental units are "self contained" which inbusinesslike, articulate appearing gentleman, he
clude kitchen and bathroom facilities squeezed
is also the regional Asian organization leader of the
into one room plus either 1, 2, or 3 additional
International Confederation of the Free Trade
rooms. Toilet is the Asian model—a slit in the
Union. They possess without doubt the largest and
floor. The project is subsidized by government
most impressive trade union building we have seen
from general revenue funds. Eighteen percent of
on our entire trip. Their union is not participating
budget is earmarked for housing project—totaling
in any political program at all. At the present
$240,000,000. General policy is to limit four persons
time practically all union leaders shy away from
to a room.
politics.
The visit to the one room apartment was paThe last order of business was a meeting with
thetic. No furniture except for the kitchen table
Mr. Dhoss, executive secretary of the only trade
and stools. Sleeping mats and blankets on the
union council in the Malaya Federation. He was
floor and a few salted dried fish on the family
interested in how our unions were organized, and
table were only things visible. No worker can
about our political action program. Questioned
maintain his dignity and worth as an individual
about the communist menace he said the comor citizen without a job or hope. While credit must
munist movement was first started during the war
be given to the very impressive and much needed
to resist Japanese aggression. Certain promises
housing developments, unless the real problems
were made to them by the government for fighting
of unemployment are solved, the splendor and imagainst the enemy. After the war the parties
pressiveness of new construction will soon fade
couldn't agree on settlement term. The communists
away and turn into another slum.
wanted legal recognition and status as a political
While attempting to concentrate on labor acparty. But because the government leaders felt
tivities and the social problems of the people we
that it would be incompatible with their so-called
squeezed in a visit to a primary school, observed
proposed democratic government setup, a war was
their sessions and interviewed school authorities.
fought to settle the issue.
The primary school consists of 1 to 6 grades, the
He was also the first and only individual to ask
secondary school from 1 to 5 grades. Students are
us about the Cuban situation on our trip. We exgiven a government test for admission to the
plained our International union's position of the
secondary school.
"self determination principle" and our objection
to economic embargo. We believe in a policy of
A Strike Situation
peaceful solutions instead of using pressure or
force. We would also like to point out the comSettled in Union Favor
plete indifference and lack of reaction on the part
T KUALA LUMPUR, capital of the Federated
of the people on the Cuban situation while it was
States of Malaya, we got. in touch with the
really hot.
American embassy and were briefed on the general
labor situation by William E. Donnett, economic
officer. He seemed surprised, unhappy and suspicious that we had contacted V. David, Secretary
General of the Transport Workers Union and adEAVING KUALA LUMPUR and flying towards
viser for several other union groups. We explained
Bangkok, Thailand, one has a most impressive
that his name was recommended to us in Singaview of a unique land. As far as the eye can see
pore, his name was also mentioned in the sumis an intricate network of streams, canals and rice
mary of the labor situation in Malaya, a booklet
fields—cultivated practically entirely by hand
prepared by the US Department of Labor.
labor. The amount of sweat and toil to prepare,
Mr. David, a very aggressive and go-getting inplant, nurse and harvest such an operation is individual, was on the picket line as a result of a
conceivable considering the fact that we are living
bus company refusing to recognize the union as
in the machine and jet age.

T
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THAILAND
L

Bus strike negotiations at Kuala Lumpur were observed by the ILWU delegation. Mr. David, the vigorous union secretary was in charge. He was shot at
during the same day. The lower panel shows a sign
put up by strikers on one of the buses.
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Thai Labor Unions
Outlawed by Dictator
E WERE INFORMED by the American Embassy that the Thai labor movement was
organized after World War II. In 1958, a coup
d'etat by Marshal Sarit Thanarat took over the
leadership of the country—"to meet the Communist threat at home and abroad and to preserve
the constitutional monarchy." He outlawed political parties and labor unions, strikes, marches,
picketing, etc. Prior to being outlawed,labor unions
were loosely organized, didn't collect dues, didn't
have popular base. Marches and demonstrations
were paid affairs. Politicians used unions and
workers' votes for their own personal gains.
A paternalistic system generally governs the relationship between the employees and employers.
Government has railway and tobacco monopoly,
owns rice mills, alcohol distilleries, tanneries and
sugar factories, and is estimated to employ more
than one-fifth of all wage earners.
No social security program exists for the people.
Average national per capita income equals $100.
The figure may be low because people have other
means to supplement their basic income—fishing,
gardens, etc. Due to the unfavorable and undemocratic system of government in power our opportunity to observe trade unionism was nil.
The port's method of operations and equipment
are very advanced and modern according to Asian
standard. Mr. Chalit Sawangsadi, Deputy Chief
of the Port Operation Department, is a much
travelled individual, and whatever he has observed
and learned is being put into operation to set up
the most advanced and modernized port in Southeast Asia.
The port provides row types of homes for employees, provides medical services and hospital
plans, has own school facilities for workers' children; also seven paid holidays, extra bonus based
on profits, e.g., 14 months pay for 12 months work
with a good turnout record, etc.

W

No One Mentions Wages;
Workers Get Short End
It seemed odd also that during our interview
no one mentioned basic wages. Normally in our
country when benefits are mentioned wages are
first on the list. This failure to explan or discuss
a basic wage rate seems to indicate the workers
must be getting the short end of the deal. We were
told that in 1957 or 1958 the longshoremen were
on strike and the employees of the Port Authority
scabbed on the strikers, also that the workers need
no unions, that the Port Authority has done more
for the workers than the unions did. All this indicates a very prejudiced anti-labor frame of mind.
The port facilities are closely guarded by numerous uniformed guards; officials and office staff
members in identical uniforms were also observed.
The workers with no organization to represent
them are having the short end of the deal. This is
a typical example of a dictatorial setup, at the
expense of the poor worker so that the government may entrench itself in power.

SOUTH VIET NAM
S

AIGON WAS OUR last order of business, including a briefing on the labor situation by Mr.
Seger Slifer—Labor Reporting Officer for the
American Embassy. He told us the government
just recently passed minimum wage law increasing
the benefit from 41 to 45 piastre and 36.1 to 39.8
pastre for men and women, respectively, working
in the city. (73 piastre equal one US dollar.) Workers work 8 hours a day, 48 hours a week with overtime thereafter.
Laborers average 70 and skilled workers average
100 piastre for day's work. Government has comprehensive labor law in effect. Eighty percent of
the workers are engaged in agriculture. Paternalism is prevalent. French tradition and culture still
ingrained in the people as a result of 100 years
French occupation. In 1961, 43 strikes took place.
Shortest lasted one day and the longest three
months, with wages as the basic issue. Union has
made about 10 percent increase in the workers'
basic wages as a result of strike action. Government plays large part in worker's affairs, as conciliator and advisor.
Questioned about the Communist resistance, he
gave us the following information:
At the 1954 Geneva Conference, the 17° parallel
line was set up dividing North from South Viet
Nam.People could choose their side. A million people migrated to the south. The surprising fact to
our delegation was that the Communist resistance
was being fought far south of the border line in

-604$

Longshoremen unloading sacked cargo along the river in Singapore. Three or four men lift a hevy sack on one
man's shoulder and he carries it up a one-foot wide plank to a truck on the dock. The men work barefooted.
South Viet Nam territory. US military planes being
used against the guerrillas were observed at the
Saigon Airport in orderly formation.

Need More Than Arms
To Meet People's Problems
RTICLES WERE observed in the newspaper
which pointed to the fact that it will take
more than just military action to take care of the
problem and situation there.
Interesting factors brought out as a result of
our meeting with Mr. Thang of the CVTC (Vietnamese Confederation of Christian Laborers) are
as follows:
Largest trade union in Viet Nam claims membership of 500,000. Each unit has autonomous right
to set own dues structure. Average dues amount
to 10 piastre a month. They hold a contract for
plantation workers on an industry-wide basis.
Convention held once in three years. Convention
elects 30-member council, which selects seven full
time top officials. There are 250 full time permanent staff. Wage scale for union employees
amounts from 2,000 to 12,000 piastre a month, for
top officers. Mr. Thang said the government does
not interfere with or support their organization.
He claimed the longshoremen in Saigon area have
a weak organization because of the war situation.
Government election is held every three years.
Next election scheduled for 1963, but extended an
extra year. Asked about the type of government
in control, he gave a classic answer: "It's a democratic government adapted to the situation."
The last order of business in our two days stay
there was a briefing by Labor Inspector Ngugen
Van Sang and meeting with Docker's Association
officials, including a visit to their headquarters,
their hospital clinic, and the waterfront.
Mr. Phuoc, union president and his interpreter,
Mr. My, union secretary, said that under French
administration there were far too many longshoremen for available work. Wages were low and
competition for jobs terrific. Shape-up and kickback were common practices. Corrupt leadership
brought about eventual disintegration of the union. A "young energetic man" was elected eventually by the workers to set up a "private association" to take care of their problems.
Workers now receive 65 piastre for an 8-hour
day and 85 piastre for night work. Work schedule
consists of two shifts. Union maintains low cost
food canteen. They maintain surgery facilities
with doctor and nurse on staff, free to workers
and their dependents, financed by the Docker's
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Association. A school for Docker's Association children only was also made available with the government providing the facilities and teachers.
Unlike the great majority of unions in Southeast Asia which do not participate in politics, or
whose right to do so has been suppressed, this
Association sponsors the Republic Youth Group.
President Phouc is its leader. Claims it's a democratic organization, "to help the government establish democracy." Program is designed to rally
workers around the Association, and counter the
Communist threat.
A worker may work 24 hours if he desires. The
Docker's Association selects the classification of
the workers. Worker gets paid daily for his services from the Association treasury and then later
the Association gets reimbursed by the shippers.

Summary—
In closing this report, we would like to emphasize these points:
• There were many things we observed that
were not pleasant—hardship, poverty, and substandard ways of life.
•Even though independence was granted to the
people, business interests are very much in control of the economic life in those countries. With
the coming about of independence the people did
not really enjoy a real improvement in their
standard of living or economic security. Independence is in name only because no meaningful significance for the people has yet taken place.
•The cold war of capitalism and communism is
being waged actively. The real challenge is to help
the people, with leaders willing to work out an
economic system in the interest of the people.
•The contrast between the rich and poor is indeed pathetic.
•The need for more liberal progressive government is a must.
•The trade union movement in Southeast Asia
is at a standstill. Labor leaders who serve the
membership for their own gains are common.
•Labor unions can and will play an important
part in the people's struggle.
May we again mention our deepest appreciation
and gratitude for the most wonderful opportunity
of serving this union on the overseas delegation.
We hope this report reaches the people we met on
our trip. Above all we want them to understand
that we care for them, we are concerned about
their problems and as trade unionists we believe
in free independent democratic trade unionism
whereby the workers themselves will have an opportunity to decide their destiny and future.

Homes of longshoremen on the Saigon waterfront.
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• PHILIPPINES
• & INDONESIA

OVERSEAS REPORT

By TERRANCE SWEENEY, Local 52, COLUMBUS WASHINGTON, Local 17, and CARL DAMASO, Local 142.

Following is a condensation of the full
report written by the three ILWU delegates
from Seattle, Sacramento and Hawaii who
visited the Philippines and Indonesia.

PHILIPPINES
EN ROUTE FROM Manila airport to the hotel
we observed the same pathetic scenes of poverty noted by the previous delegation to the
Philippines. We noted that Manila was far behind
other cities in the restoration of their buildings,
which were partly demolished during the war.
Living in and around these buildings, called
"Squatters Camps," were people who came in
from the provinces. In these buildings, there was
no water, no cooking facilities and no sanitation.
In our estimation, because of this condition,
Manila probably has more people per area than
many of the large cities of the world. Despite
the overcrowded conditions, people are still arriving there in large numbers.
At the headquarters of the Philippine Association of Free Labor Unions known as PAFLU we
met its president, Cipriano Cid, Catalino G. Luzano, the national treasurer who later arranged
all our side trips. He also introduced us to Juanito
Garcia, who was our host in Baguio and took us
through the mines; Florenico V. Fiad, president
of National Brewers and Allied Industries Labor
Union; John de Castillo, vice president of the
same organization.

cepted his pin with pride expressing his gratitude
for a union promoting so much good for working
people. There is a feeling that some union officials and most public officials are insincere about
promises made prior to their election. He lamented the difference of pay received by sugar
workers of the Philippines as compared with pay
received by the sugar workers in Hawaii.
On the docks, the most outstanding person was
Robert Ocas, president of the dock workers in
Manila. He is also a candidate for mayor of Manila and claims to have, at this time, sixty percent of the labor vote although the election is
still a year away. We discussed a charge made
against him by the President of the Philippines
that most of the recent strikes were politically
motivated and we were told about a newspaper
article, that claimed our delegation was one of
the sources of this political motivation.
We also discussed our mechanization program,
and here Ocas expressed regret and reservations
about our program because they feel that it cut
into their work force in the Philippines. He
claims that they had to cut a 13-man gang to
ten, eight, or six depending upon the cargoes
handled because of mechanization. In anticipation of a large increase in tonnage, they built

Highly Exploited Miners
Watched by Armed Guards
RRANGEMENTS were made for our delegation to go to Baguio City to visit the gold
mines and lumbering
industry. Mr. Garcia obtained the necessary
clearance for the delegates to visit Beuguet
Consolidated, Inc., mining camp at Antamok.
During our tour through
the mine we noted the
heavy security guard,
with approximately 225
security men for three
camps. Between six and
seven thousand men
were employed.
The mine workers are
paid the minimum wage
of 4 pesos per day. Most
of them live within the
confines of the camp,
where they pay 24 centavoes per day to cover
housing, clothing, medical and dental care. An
incentive program is practiced by giving bonuses
quarterly. When the production is up as well as
the bonuses, the company cuts the bonuses but
retains the high level of production quotas. Most
of the people cannot afford insurance, yet after
two to four hours of work without breaks and at
full production, they are allowed only two accidents within a four months' period.
Mr. Garcia, our host, was the principal organizer of this mine. It took him four years and he
was fired three times, then reinstated only after
heavy union pressure. Signs posted throughout
this plant warned employees that the company
would not be responsible for any water drunk by
the employees other than water they carried
themselves from outside the plant. There was no
penalty pay for employees handling poisonous
chemicals, however, directions on what to do in
case of poisoning were posted. The company furnished shields for the nose and rubber gloves
for those people handling chemicals. One set of
these were used on three different shifts.
There are job openings at the mine, yet many
of the people do not avail themselves of the opportunity to secure a job, although this mine
employs both men and women as laborers. Boys
of 12 to 14 years of age do not go to school, but
shine shoes to buy rice for their families where
the father refuses to work. Much of the employment in Baguio is that of police security, guarding the property of local businesses.
The timber around Baguio is principally pine,
practically all stripped by the Japanese during
the occupation. A reforesting program is just beginning. Much of the timber.must be dragged or
high-lined into the mill over many mountains,
then hauled via truck over narrow winding
mountain roads with overhanging rock cliffs.
Back in Manila we met Mr. Manlapit who
was to conduct us on a tour of the docks. We
presented him with an ILWU pin. He ac-
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two additional docks which are now standing
empty, because they claim mechanization has
taken these cargoes from the dock.
We were then given a tour and explanation of
all the functions of their dispatching hall, company store and credit union. We saw their latest
contract which embraced all the basic points of
our own contract to a lesser degree, excluding
mechanization. They have differential pay for
skilled labor. Skilled and non-skilled are paid on
a monthly basis, but collect their pay weekly.
We returned to the headquarters of PAFLU,
where Mr. Luzano made arrangements for our
trip to Negros Occidental. He is not the type
usually found in the labor movement in the
Philippines. He started in the labor movement in
1949. The company he worked for as a clerk
moved out of the area leaving him without a
job. He was at the time an assistant secretary
in his local union. He could type, take shorthand,
do some accounting and had had two years of
law. When he went to the International he met
Mr. Cid who was then treasurer of PAFLU. Because the union was growing and they were in
need of someone with his ability, he was hired.
He is now senior to everyone in the organization
except Mr. Cid—the reason for his seniority in
a short time was the fact that he stuck through
the 50's when the going was rough and all others
resigned, or went to other unions, or embezzled
the funds.

A particular hacienda was being struck because the hacienderos (owners) pressured the
local court into issuing an eviction and demolition order of two of the vaqueros' homes. There
we found a well-established picket line. Several
imported scabs working under the protection of
private guards as well as local security officers.
PAFLU's organizer told us they were not afraid
of these people, although they had guns, as his
people were well armed with bolos and spears.
We were passed through the picket line to the
office of the foreman and about 75 armed guards.
We listened to the differences between the foreman and the organizer, drawing our own conclusions, after which we proceeded into the fields
where cane cars were being loaded by scab labor.
The organizer on arriving at the picket line
awaited the arrival of the engine, and issued
orders to the picket captain telling him to have
the train crew take only part of the cars. When
the picket captain jumped across an irrigation
ditch to approach the train, the senior hired
goon threatened to bolo the man, wherein the
security guard took the bolo away.
We then visited the local barracks which consisted of a shed of approximately 75 rooms—four
by eight feet in size and these were split in two
by laying bamboo across the room. In many of
these rooms lived two, three and sometimes four
families. There were no lights, no water and no
sanitation, married and un-married, everyone
lives in the same barracks. Not all people live in
the barracks but they live many miles from the
fields in which they work, and most of them
walk to and from work. Their houses are only
shacks and almost as bad as the barracks.
On the other hand the hacienderos and their
staff live in mansions well landscaped and kept
up by the sons and daughters of the laborers
who do this work for nothing. If a large social
function is to take place, the owner simply goes
to the laborer and demands from him whatever
is needed to provide the meal, the preparation,
cleaning and the entertainment. If the laborer
refuses he is immediately fired and forced to
leave the land. One case we were told about
where the owner's son married a beauty queen
and decided to go on a honeymoon trip to Europe. The money was raised for this trip by the
laborers contributing one day's wages to finance
it. While in Europe they ran out of money and
the one day's wages was collected again. This
trip lasted approximately one year, and whenever
they ran out of money they simply requested
more from home.
At one hacienda where they were 100 percent
out we spoke through PAFLU's organizer telling
the laborers that upon our return we would report their solidarity and spirit and would solicit
support for them wherever we could raise it.
Many wept and shouted in return to us "sigi
laban" (fight and stick together).

90 Pound Longshoremen
Pack 150 Pound Sacks
T BOLOPANDAN pier we observed men,some
weighing not more than 90 pounds, packing
sacks weighing approximately 150 pounds from
truck bed to hook some 25 yards away. Ajso, men
handling large crates weighing anywhere from
approximately 200 to 700 pounds. These people
are paid piece work—anywhere from 3 to 7 centavoes per sack. However, this is not bad compared to 1 peso 80 centavoes paid to field work-
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Meet Militant Farm Labor
On Trip to Island of Negros
T NEGROS WE were met by Prudencio Jalandoni, PAFLU organizer, Jose Liansing,
president of the National Sugar Workers Union
local, and two other officials. We proceeded to
the haciendas of which seven were on strike, and
more were poised to go on strike which would
affect 8,000 to 10,000 workers.

A

Interior of sugar worker's home seen by delegates in Negros Occidental, Philippines.
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ers, though the minimum wage is 2 pesos and 50
centavoes. The mill workers or industrial workers
under the minimum wage law are entitled to 4
pesos although they seldom receive it. These minimum wage laws are for an 8-hour day, but the
laborers are often made to work 12 or more hours.
In our various trips around Negros, we traveled
to one hacienda which was 90 kilometers from
the Bacolod City, which was 35 kilometers to
the pier. We paid for the car, gas and driver. We
paid a total of 66 pesos for the two trips. The
local organizer at that time had less than 100
pesos in the treasury, so often times he is required to walk these distances. We told the organizer upon our return, we would report his
plight.
Upon our return from the pier, we were introduced to the local community leader and to
Alberto D. Drilon, president of the Negros Press
Club and correspondent for the Manila Chronicle,
where we were asked for a statement and permission to release same to both newspapers and
radio. The following statement was given:
"We are behind you labor people and will recommend as a delegation to both Hawaii and the
mainland locals to muster support for you people. We are here in the interest of labor solidarity
and will quote to you the slogan of the ILWU—
'An injury to one is an injury to all.'"
This was immediately issued over the loudspeaker systerfi in the plaza of the town.
Friday evening, October 26, Mr. Cid and some
officers and organizers of PAFLU entertained the
delegation with a dinner party.
After dinner we were shown a strike in progress at the Philippine Herald. Workers at the
press receive 120 pesos per month. On Saturday
a loudspeaker which was used for pleading with
scab workers was shot at by some unknown assailant inside the building. The strike was 32
days old as of this date. The demands were for
190 pesos per month with other security benefits.
Of 250 members, 200 were out on strike.
We proceeded to the Globe Paper Mill plant
with Mr. Luzano who introduced us to Mr. Paulino Pe, the personnel director, project development engineer and the manager. He is in his
early 30's and an exception to most executives
we met. He has a very good understanding of
both union and management views, and said he
believed the Union is here to stay. He has had
only one-half day of labor trouble in the three
years existence of the.plant. This is a very modern plant where they have installed showers,
toilets and wash room facilities.
At this plant they were experimenting with
rice chaff to make paper. This chaff would take
the place of pulp. They figure it will take about
three more years to complete the project. This
process would eliminate the need of importing
pulp from Canada as they do now.
On Sunday arrangements were made for our
departure to Jakarta. Being Sunday we put our
time to use by contacting individual persons on
similar projects or delegations such as ours. Mr.
and Mrs. Washington met a Mr. Swong who was
at the University of the Philippines on a panel
discussion of labor problems in the Philippines.
They also met an employee of the USO who was
also here to discuss labor problems. He stated
that in one part of the Philippines unemployment was so bad that the US Navy had to undertake the task of supplying the people with food
to keep them from starving.
For the Philippines we recommend:
1. For future delegations going to this area,
contact should be made ahead of time and arrangements for hotels, planned tours and utilization of time be left up to local organizations.
2. That the sugar industry be investigated by
sending contracts such as our Hawaiian contracts to them. This industry is similar to our
own and deals with some of the same people.
Therefore, we should make an effort to protect
our industry by improving all sugar industries.
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Cultivating rice in Indonesia, with terraced irrigation.
sort. It is built in the midst of poverty. The local
people resent not only this compound but people
living in it and treat them much the same as
they did the Dutch.

Jakarta Docks Were
Under Martial Law
E WERE TOLD the docks were under martial law and although our labor contacts
tried, it was impossible to obtain passes for the
docks. After encountering many other difficulties in Indonesia, we decided to cut our stay
short as we felt this was non-productive and
expensive to stay with the little information we
could obtain. We did, however, meet with Mr.
Sudiana, chairman of the Waterside Workers and
Seafarer's Union of Indonesia and also Achmad
Sumadi of the same union and various other officials.
Among these officials we met Tuk Subianta
who was a delegate to the first Asian Pacific
Conference. There, we discussed the Asian conference and their programs which included talks
they had with Jack Hall, William Chester, Pop
Miyamoto, Harry Bridges, George Kuvakas, Jack
Price and Craig Pritchett. We found that wherever we go in these areas Jack Hall is well-known
and they were very disappointed Jack was unable
to visit with them.
Their program and most concerted effort is to
carry out the resolution of the Asian Pacific
Conference. We spoke generally on the mechanization program which has had little effect on
them as yet. They feel they must first decasualize their industry before mechanization will be
effective.

W

INDONESIA
W

E ARRIVED on the evening of October 29,
to face one of the toughest customs procedures encountered on the whole trip. This was
due to difficulty in communications with these
people. The Hotel Indonesia is a new luxury hotel. There is little choice in Indonesia—you either
stay in this, the only first-class hotel, or you
stay in a rat infested cockroach factory similar
to something you might find on skid road. This
hotel was built by the government using American capital and is managed by an American.
It was built with repatriated Japanese goods and
labor. The system is new. They do not trust the
Indonesians to handle money, so either you sign
for everything or you convert your capital to the
hotel's travelers checks. When these are spent,
the change is given to you in Rupiahs which you
cannot use in the hotel, nor can you take them
out of the country.
This hotel is actually a compound consisting
of three buildings: a 15-story main hotel building
with a side attached building of nine stories; a
five-story press club and a British office of some
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Forest workers felling a giant hardwood tree in the
Philippines. The staging on which men work is built
of bamboo poles held together by rattan.

They are paid in many ways: Plantation workers receive in addition to pay, rice allowance,
meat allowance, coconut oil, and petrol. Seamen
get uniforms and shoes; two to four uniforms
per year and two pairs of shoes in addition to
their pay. The basic salary for most industry is
17 rupiahs while the cost of a package of their
cigarettes is 35 rupiahs. One kilo of rice which,
when cooked, will feed four people, costs four
days' pay. To buy different pieces of clothing one
must work a month or more.
There is no unemployment compensation or
welfare rolls and social security is applied only
to government workers. Yet Indonesians feel that
they are making better progress under Sukarno
than they did under the Dutch or would under
any other form of government.
The first question that they asked is, "what is
the union's position and the policy of the government on Cuba?" We replied we did not know
other than what we had read in the press, what
had happened in the recent developments, therefore we could not give an official position based
on press information. We said we would give
them our personal opinion which we did. They
told us the official position of the union and the
government of Indonesia was in sympathy with
Cuba.
They backed the position of the Japanese on
the question of the US missile bases in Japan.
They felt that the missile bases in Japan should
be removed, and could not understand why the
American Government would refuse to remove
their missiles from Japan while insisting that
other countries remove their missiles from Cuba.
They felt because of the similarity of the Cuban laborers to those of Indonesia that they
were more closely related than laborers in the
United States. They also feel that if the missiles
remain in Japan they may be forced to have
missile bases next.
We asked their position on disarmament, and
they said their position was the same as it had
been at the Asiatic Conference. They are still
for disarmament and test bans.
We then got into a discussion about the structure of the unions and the governments of the
United States and Indonesia. The union in Indonesia has controlling councils and secretariats
with a unit system somewhat like in Hawaii.
They have at the present time six members of
SOBSI in the government as members of the parliament. The government as well as the union is
made up of three equal parts consisting of the
Nationalist, Religious, and Communist parties.
The President of Indonesia is non-partisan and
above the parties. We inquired about their union
political education program. They claim they
turn out a 100 percent vote.
Recommendations:
Future delegations going into Indonesia should
be better prepared with more labor contacts
easier to find and furnished with interpreters.
They should use hotels operated by others than
the government—one of the reasons being that
the government hotels are non-union and the
Hotel Indonesia employs from 1400 to 1700 nonunion people. This does not set well with the
laboring class.
We drew some of the following conclusions:
•In the countries we visited, the people are
either very poor or very rich.
• We found most of the countries very jittery
and very war-minded.
• We found labor, although poorly organized in
most cases, a very powerful element in politics.
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ILWU to Back
Bill to Ban
Lie Detectors
SACRAMENTO — First committee
hearing has been set on a bill of
key importance to the ILWU—one
that would prohibit use of so-called
"lie-detector" tests by private employers in California.
ILWU legislative representatives
Michael Johnson and Nate DiBiasi
have written ILWU locals asking for
any evidence of compulsory use of
lie-detector tests by employers for
use at the hearing.
The bill (AB 927) was introduced
by Assemblyman John T. Knox (DRichmond) at the request of the
Teamsters Union and is being supported by the ILWU as a part of its
basic legislative program. It would
add a section to the state Labor Code
declaring:
"No employer shall demand, require, request or permit any applicant for employment or prospective
employment or any employee to submit or take a polygraph, lie-detector or similar test or examination as
a condition of employment or continued employment. The prohibition
of this section does not apply to the
state or federal government."
An additional bill (AB 1584), introduced by Assemblyman Charles
Meyers (D-SF), would also bar the
use of such tests by state government.
The union opposition is based on
the twin contention that (a) the devices are in themselves a violation
of the worker's constitutional rights
and (b) they are inaccurate and
therefore unfair.

ILWU AUXILIARY NEWS
Installation Ceremonies
By San Francisco Women
SAN FRANCISCO—The following
officers of Auxiliary 16 were installed
by Regional Director William Chester
at the home of sister Ann McDonald:
President, Cloie Trammell; vicepresident, Florence Chavis; secretary, Alma Batiste; treasurer, Fay
Irvine; asst. treasurer, Mabel Baugh;
legislative chairman, Elaine Yoneda;
membership director, Florence Faggot.
Trustees included Frances Stapp,
Ann McDonald and Ethel Corley. Social chairman, Bernice Johnson;
welfare, Bessie Robertson; asst. welfare, Jean Lusko; marshal, Esther
Holloway; asst. marshal, Estell Hawkins.

iettelui
From South Africa
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.he Sain Fra ncisco ILWU PenFifty-Eight Years MarriedTsioners
Clu b at th eir regular

meeting March 6 honored Mr. and Mrs. James White on the occasion of
their
58th wedding anniversary. The more than 200 pensioners and their wives
attending sang "Happy Anniversary" to them, and then heard addresses from
ILWU President Harry Bridges and Local 34 President James Herman. White
is a charter member of Local 10 and has served on its executive board.
At 78,
he now is on the Pension Club executive board. He and Mrs. White are shown
in foreground. Pensioner President George Pickering is at microphone, center.
At the end of the meeting the ladies of ILWU Auxiliary 16 presented an orchid
corsage to Mrs. White and a tie clasp to Mr. White.

Oregon ILWU Fights to
Lift Log Shipping Ban

SALEM—The Columbia River Districk Council lobby here is waging a
determined fight to lift the ban on
the export of logs from state-owned
lands.
A bill modifying the law was introduced by labor-backed representatives from three of the counties
which have benefitted from the log
movement to Japan. There is tremendous opposition to the measure
from the Western Forest Industries
Association.
However, the bill passed out of the
House committee on natural resources last week with a do-pass recommendation, after being amended
to lift the ban on hemlock until 1965
and only in Clatsop county.
ILWU ACTIVE
George DesBrisay, the CRDC's
legislative representative, credited
the measure's survival to the support mobilized around it by Astoria
Local 50.
Representatives of the Astoria Port

Beulah Schrawyer Presides
At Olympia Auxiliary
OLYMPIA — With Mrs. Beulah
Schrawyer as president, Olympia
ILWU Auxiliary 38, has installed new
officers for 1963.
Others are: Lucille Scott, vice
president; Harriett Atwood, treasurer; Donna Rumsey, secretary;
Mary Tufti, marshal; Effie McIssac,
Mrs. Atwood and Loretta Corcoran,
trustees. Members of the executive
board are Marie Appleyard, Evona
Moon and Martha Lord.

Grays Harbor Auxiliary
Welcomes New Officers
HOQUIAM—Mrs. Bertha Brueher
has been installed as president of
ILWU Auxiliary 2. Other officers include:
Madlyn Kirk, vice president;
Gladyse Hoover, secretary; Barbara
Wilson, treasurer; Doris Vekich,
marshal and Theresa Carver, Judy
Carman, Minnie Whitacre, trustees
and Clara Caron, Ruby Hansen and
Ramona O'Conner, members of the
executive board.
Violet Bjorndahl was elected delegate to the Federated Auxiliaries
Convention to be held in San Francisco in April. Mrs. Carman was
chosen as alternate. Mrs. Hoover, as
federated treasurer, will also attend.

Remembers

Fred Jensen is
an old - timer
from way back. He retired as a longshoreman in July 1, 1952 after having
worked on the waterfront since 1909,
when he joined the Riggers and Stevedores on Folsom Street in San Francisco,
then known as the "Red Book Union."
He is 82 now. Born in Denmark, he went
to sea at the age of 14. He recalls that
his mother waved goodby to him at the
pier in a Danish port and, never saw him
again. He came to San Francisco in
1904, and sailed on a coastal steam
schooner for a number of years, before
settling down as a dock worker.

Commission and of the Clatsop
County AFL-CIO Council testified in
favor of the bill, as did DesBrisay.
Local 50's Committee for the Welfare of the Port filed a brief over
the signatures of Bob Reiter, president of the local; Jim Riggs, LRC
member, and James Platt, CRDC
delegate, individual longshoremen
wrote letters.
The brief pointed out that the log
export to Japan "in less than five
months" had brought an estimated
$800,000 in "longshore payroll, port
revenue and tugboat income" into
a county which "has been regarded
as a depressed area." This was in addition to "the price paid for he logs,
loggers', truckers' and boo mm en's
wages."

SCDC Seeks Three
New Law Changes
LOS ANGELES — The Southern
California District Council,ILWU, at
it last regular meeting adopted a
program aiming at three specific
pending issues in Sacramento and so
instructed its legislative delegate,
Nate DiBiasi.
These three elements are of particular interest to the entire labor
movement, council delegates said,
and concentration on them would go
far in helping unions create stronger
bonds with each other in political
and legislative fields.
These include:
• Revising the law on unemployment insurance so that strikes after
five weeks would be treated as quits
and strikers would be covered;
• A particularly strong push by
labor to pass a bill, as now exists in
New York City, which would prohibit
employers from hiring strike-breakers;
• Increasing control on automobile insurance to:
(a) prohibit raising or otherwise
manipulating the rates because of race; and
(b) in some manner curb rates
that are unreasonable and out
of line.
These three items are particularly
popular issues among working people throughout the state, Council
delegates declared, and should be
among the most important central
goals of labor legislative activities.

Editor: We are writing to tell you
of our delight on receiving our copy
of The Dispatcher of December 28,
1962, with the photograph and caption of the picket of the Dutch ship
Raki which arrived in San Francisco
with a cargo of South African goods.
At a moment when there has been
an intensified onslaught on the
rights of South African workers to
organize themselves into trade unions, this practical and concrete
demonstration of support is tremendously heartening.
It may interest your readers to
know that in terms of a ban imposed
by administrative decree, several top
officers of the South African Con
gress of Trade Unions were forced to
resign their jobs and sever all connection with their unions and SACTU
by January 31, 1963. Yet none of
these officials has ever been convicted of any offense against the
state nor can they challenge these
latest bans in a court of law. They
are silenced, banned and confined
simply because our government is
determined to smash all attempts
to organize the non-white workers
and it hopes to immobilize SACTU
by removing from office all our leading and most experienced officials.
We are sending details of these
bans to the ILWU with the request
that they protest to the South African government and demand that
the bans be withdrawn.
In the meanwhile, we shall be
grateful if, through the columns of
your paper, we could thank all those
who took part in the picket line and
those workers who refused to cross
the line, for their outstanding gesture.
However bitter our struggle may
be, the knowledge that we have the
support of workers and fair-minded
people in every country in the world
enables us to continue our fight for
full trade union and human rights.
With trade union greetings,
Yours fraternally,
J. GAETSEWE,
Acting General Secretary
South African Congress of
Trade Unions
Johannesburg, South Africa.

Knowing the 'Know-Nothings'
Editor: A number of ILWU members here in Portland who read my
Lincoln-quotation articles in The
Dispatcher, have informed me that
they were interested in learning
more about the Know-Nothings referred to in Part I—which ran in
the February 8 issue.
Perhaps other readers are also interested in knowing more about this
powerful anti-Negro, anti-Catholic,
anti-foreign-born, anti-progress
movement of the middle 1800's.
Most of the older standard American history books include references
to the Know-Nothings. Gustavus
Myers devoted four chapters to the
subject in his History of Bigotry in
the United States. By far the best,
most complete and interesting expose of this extreme reactionary
movement in Lincoln's day is Carleton Beal's 312-page book entitled
Brass-Knuckle Crusade: The Great
Know-Nothing Conspiracy, 18201860.
Both of these books are—or should
be—in your public library.
KNEELAND STRANAHAN
Local 40
Portland, Ore.

ILWU Drum Corps Wins
Chinese New Year Prize
SAN FRANCISCO — The Local 6
and 10 Drum Corps won first prize
in the Chinese New Year Parade
here, February 9.
Although it was the "Year of the
Hare," it rained cats and dogs, but
through the pelting rain, the ILWU
group marched to victory.
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ILWU Book Club Review

How Economic System Works
Is Told in Simple Language

BIG SHUTS
BY

Capitalism Yesterday and Today
By Maurice Dobb,
Monthly Review Press,
New York, 1962, 91 pages
Regular price $1.00
ILWU Book Club price, 75 cents

tal and rent of land). Property-income therefore comes by appropriating part of what is produced by the
real producers."
The chapter headings clearly indicate the scope of its contents:
What is Capitalism? How Capitalism
Came Into Being. Competition and
Monopoly. Falling Profit Rate and
Labor's Share. Economic Crises.
Since the Second World War. L.F.

This distinguished little book (it
is less than 100 pages) by an outstanding British economist who
teaches at Cambridge University,
was "designed as a simple and popular summary primarily for the BritPropose Amendment
ish labor movement,"
It is a clear statement of the To Ban Right-to-Work
Marxist theories which are guiding
OLYMPIA—An amendment to the
the policies of countries making up
a third of the world's population but state constitution which would proabout which it is extremely difficult hibit any "right-to-work" law is proto get reliable information in this posed in House Joint Resolution 22
introduced by three Democratic
country.
members of the legislature.
The book was published originally
in 1958 with a special edition for the
National Union of Mineworkers. It
has since been published in translation in Polish, Czech, Japanese and
(Editorial from New York Times,
Arabic and has been republished in
March 1. 1963.)
India.
The Rules Committee of the
The present edition was prepared
House of Representatives did a
especially for the United States,
poor day's work when it killed a
though the statistics and illustraproposal to abolish the Un-Ameritions still relate primarily to Great
can Activities Committee as an inBritain. There is, unfortunately,
dependent agency and give its
nothing comparable written by an
functions to the Judiciary ComAmerican and using US data.
mittee. This proposal was put forward by such a responsible and
The book is a concise introduction
intelligent member of the House
to the Marxist analysis of the workas Representative John V. Lindsay
ings of what is generally called in
of New York.
this country the "free enterprise
It was a sound proposal, since
system" which prevails in its most
many careful students of Condeveloped form in the US and Great
gressional procedure have long
Britain.
contended that the Judiciary
An illustration of Professor Dobbs'
Committee ought to have excluwriting and his clear summary of
sive control over all criminal statthe economics of capitalism can be
utes, assigning to a subcommittee
seen in the following paragraph
on subversive affairs whatever
quoted from his book:
matters in that area needed to be
"For some to live (and to live
dealt with. At the very least, the
handsomely) by owning, it must folproposal deserved consideration
low that others by their productive
by the whole House. The Rules
activity must produce more than
Committee did not permit even
they earn. In other words, from the
that to happen. By the absurdly
sum total of what is produced by
one-sided vote of 12 to 1, it put
those who do the work of society
the plan to death.
there must be a deduction in order
There may be "un-American"
to provide an income for those who
activities which will continue to
own land and capital. This was how
need the scrutiny of Congress.
the matter was put by the man who
Representative Lindsay himself
has been called 'the father of Poagreed to that. But let it never
litical Economy,' Adam Smith. Putbe forgotten that if it is "unting it the other way round, those
American" to accuse without eviwho provide the work of society must
dence and slander without proof,
produce a surplus over their own
then the House Un-American Acearnings—surplus-value Marx called
tivities Committee itself has been
it—in order to provide a source, the
repeatedly guilty of un-American
only possible source, of income on
activities.
property (profit or interest on capi-
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LITTLE FISHES

pia çoe-

ICKIE SUE ANGELICH of 2172
IN W. 256th St., Lomita, California,
writes:
"My daddy Nick, a member of
ILWU Union, Local 13, Wilmington,
is the best fisherman in the world
and he taught me how to catch them.
"Here is a picture of me taken in
Wyoming with my first limit of brook
'owl;

The Uri-Americans

HMV BOOK CLUB
Author
Dobb, Maurice
Greene, Felix
Black, Hillel
Quin, Mike
Quin, Mike
Fowke & Glazer
Adams
Huberman & Sweezy
Shippen
King
Braden
Lowenthal
Larrowe
Huberman
Name
Address_
City

Regular Book List
Price
Capitalism Yesterday & Today. $ .75 paper
China, The Country Americans
Are Not Allowed to Know
.75 paper
Buy Now—Pay Later
.50 paper
The Big Strike
.50 paper
1.50 hard cover
On The Drumhead
5.00 Deluxe
Edition
Songs of Work and Freedom
1.50 paper
Hawaii: The Aloha State
1.50 paper
Cuba: Anatomy of a Revolution 2.00 hard cover
This Union Cause
1.50 hard cover
Stride Toward Freedom
1.50 hard cover
The Wall Between
3.00 hard cover
The FBI
3.75 hard cover
Shape Up and Hiring Hall
3.00 hard cover
Man's Worldly Goods
1.00 paper
Total:
Local

(Shiek) Takamoto of Ewa, Hawaii,
proudly displaying a huge sea bass
he caught off the leeward sea coast
off Oahu, a 2331/2 pounder on January 19, 1963. Takamoto is a member
of the ILWU at the Ewa Sugar Plantation on the island of Oahu,located
near the city of Honolulu. He works
in the sugar mill.
"It took Takamoto, an ardent
shore line fisherman, 40 minutes to
land the lunker. It was taken in
about 15 feet of water, an unusually
shallow depth to find these monsters
of the deep.
"He used a 60-pound test line on
a 6/0 reel with a No. 50 curled hook.
Bait was a black eel, weighing about
two pounds. He had to swim out
about 200 feet off-shore, out to the
reef, to set his baited hook.
"The fish measured six foot, two
inches from nose to tail. Takamoto
landed it unaided but three fellow
fishermen helped him haul it from
the beach to his car. Actually 'Sheik'
was fishing for `ulua' otherwise
known as pompano. He catches these

trout. They were caught on a No. 6
hook with a small piece of night
crawler on it. I caught them in one
hour and 15 minutes.
"I would throw my line out and
let the current carry the worm downstream about 20 or 30 feet, then I
would retrieve very slowly and always caught the fish on the way in.
They measured from six to eight
inches.
"While fishing here in the month
of August, we saw beavers, moose,
deer, mink—and one black bear."

41,6

THERE ARE two kinds of hunters,
I "happy hunters" and "unhappy
hunters." Usually the unhappy hunters are those that fail to get their
game while the happy hunters are
those who score. It's human nature.
Most of the complaints arise from
the fact that the 1961 season saw
158,191 deer downed, a hunter success-ratio of 60 percent.
finsters, which usually tip the scales
One of the "unhappy hunters" is from 20 to 60 pounds, with reguBernard Den, a veteran nimrod who larity. The pompano makes good
has chalked up some record deer `sashimi' (raw fish), eaten with hot
kills. He hunted in the Wallowas this mustard."
past season and failed to score. One
*
*
of the "happy hunters" is Bud Toates
Members of the ILWU—in good
of 20 S.W. Boundary, Portland, a
member of Local 8. Bud takes Ber- standing—and the members of their
family, can earn a pair of the illusnard to task and writes:
"In regard to Bernard Den's state- trated BIKINI lures. All that's necment about the scarcity of deer in essary is a letter and photo depictthe special Wallowa Unit of Oregon, ing a hunting or fishing scene—and
a few words as to what the photo is
I challenge that statement.
"Den and his party are either all about.
near-sighted or careless.
"Our party killed seven deer in
two days and could have killed more
but we had enough.
"We saw lots of deer in the terriAddress it to:
tory just up the river towards EnterFred Goetz
prise but we had to 'heel and toe it'
Dept. TDBK
to get to them.
Box 6684
"I cannot understand the terrible
Portland 66, Oregon.
crying of 'no deer.' No state has the
Please state your local affiliation.
population of deer that Oregon has.
All you have to do is get out of your Retired members are also eligible.
car and hunt.
"Any city in Oregon has deer inside the city limits but you have to
keep alert to find them. Few of them
can be found on the highway.
"The Oregon Game Commission
is doing a wonderful job on elk and
All members at large from
deer management. I was born and
Alaska (Seldovia, Anchorage, and
raised in Oregon and when I was a
Valdez) must send their Union
boy there was no elk around Mitchell,
Book at once to D. W. Van Brunt,
Long Creek, Murderer's Creek and
International Representative, 185;3
other areas. In three days of hunting
15th Ave., Longview, Washington.
in the Tollgate area we limited with
New books will be issued by the
four elk—and saw many more."
International.
* * *
International per-capita tax
LETTER from Sabu Fujisaki of
and Alaska Council dues are now
Honolulu, Hawaii, a member of
delinquent for 1962 and the first
Local 142, sends in an exciting fish
quarter of 1963. Per-capita tax is
tale—and piscatorial proof of the
$1.20 per month. Alaska council
pudding. Here's the story:
dues are $2.25.
"The enclosed photo shows Robert

NOTICE: Alaska
Members at Large

A
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Western Hemisphere Seen from U.S. Senate
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—Bastian in the San Francisco Chronicle, March 3, 1963

ILWU Backs Bill to Study
Economics of Disarmament
SACRAMENTO — The ILWU has
placed itself on record here in support of a bill that could turn out to
be a vehicle for study of the economics of disarmament in California.
ILWU Legislative Representative
Michael Johnson testified on February 20 in behalf of a bill (AB 49)
that would establish a permanent
California Commission on manpower, automation and technology.
The bill, which is part of Gov. Edmund G. Brown's program before the
legislature, would appropriate $100,000 to create a permanent study program—one in which the ILWU has
already participated.
URGENT
This bill has an urgency stamp on
it, and there may be an effort on
the part of the Administration to
speed it.
The ILWU, because of the precedent-setting nature of its longshore
automation agreement, enjoys considerable prestige here in this field.
The automation commission bill,
authored by Assemblyman Edward
E. Elliott (D-LA) and others, declares:
"The legislature hereby finds and

J. R.(Bob) o be rts o njor
•••
4

New Concepts Will Attract Workers to Unions
HAT NEW concepts are needed
to attract working people to
become members of the organized
labor movement? Is it possible that
what we call the free-enterprise system has developed to such a degree,
and that government is playing so
strong a leading role within that system, that unions as an economic
weapon are easily by-passed?
It is possible. And the labor movement is becoming increasingly aware
of the contradictions within which
it operates. We all know the labor
movement makes continual demands
on Congress to try to repeal repressive labor laws and to adopt legislation that will give the average worker
a higher degree of security under
the free enterprise system.
Here we face the contradictions.
The labor movement says it wishes
to accomplish these goals, yet the
labor movement continues to support
every program of government spending for so-called national defense—
and this makes it impossible to accomplish these goals.
The government is at this stage
the largest direct and indirect employer of civilian labor in the world.
The government,in other words, now
has a huge stake in keeping management going, maintaining profits
for management, while keeping labor
pliable and on the job.
At the same time, labor gives almost total support to the huge defense-spending pattern — because
union leaders and membership alike
are in a constant state of terror that
an end to such defense spending will
lead to economic disaster.
' With all these problems confronting the average worker in his community, and with the labor movement tending to be dead on its feet,
is it any wonder that the growing
number of unorganized workers don't
look for answers from the organized
labor movement? That there has
been a slow and steady degeneration?

W

UT LET'S ASK ourselves: Are we
who are members of organized
labor, and have gained enormously
in living standards and security and
dignity, are we to throw up our
hands in despair and decide that
there is no future for us?
One word seems to stand out as
the difference between a hopeless

B

future and a future in which the
labor movement can play a leading
role, and attract vast numbers of
workers to find a place for themselves within labor.
That word is "planning."
Those who are already within the
house of labor know that most of
what has been gained to create a
better nation was won by the blood,
sweat and tears that went into the
making of the labor movement. Today's generation has no reason to
remember, but those of us who are
older do remember when children
did work long hours for almost nothing, when the worker had no "cushion" against unemployment, when
there was no hope for a worker who
was sick or injured on the job, when
a person past middle-age could be
thrown on the ash heap, and much,
much more.
Who, if not the labor movement,
can take the credit for the plans to
end child labor, for social security,
for social welfare changes, for medical plans, for old age pensions and
so much more that there is no room
in this short column to list the advances made by workers—and won
by their organized strength through
their unions! And forget the propaganda of the NAM—for "planning"
is not some kind of dirty word.
The labor movement today has
been approaching the enormous
changes taking place in society in a
piecemeal fashion — each union
wrestling with its own problems, trying to figure its own ways out. The
employers have had a much better
sense of planning than the labor
movement, and have not thought in
piecemeal terms, but in long range
profitable technological changes.
Little wonder then that so many
working people have found so little
to encourage or induce them to become part of the organized labor
movement. They have seen few demonstrations that organized labor has
been thinking and planning in community terms.
In addition, for too many years,
organized labor has practically divorced itself from the community.
This, despite the fact that over the
years labor has done more for the
welfare of the community than all
other groups in the nation combined.
So, we arrive at two primary obligations for the movement: (1) to

project to the nation plans for a
decent existence within a peacetime
world, and adapted to the changes
in technology, so that job security
can be guaranteed; (2) to move
back into the community with the
same crusading vigor that once won
so many benefits for all the people
and their children—and gain a new
degree of health and well-being for
the entire community.

declares that experience has shown
that automation and other forms of
rapid technological change can cause
industrial displacement and unemployment which seriously depresses
the morale and productive capacity
of the work force of the state."
CORRECTIVE MEASURES
It notes that "many of those displaced or not hired because of such
developments find there is no longer
a labor market, or a very limited
market, for their skills." It calls for
the "planning of corrective measures."
The commission would be composed of three members of the state
senate, three members of the state
assembly and 13 members appointed
by the governor — five from labor,
five from management and three
representing the general public.
The clause in the bill declaring it
to be an urgency measure declares:
"At the present time there are
many persons unemployed in California and the nation as a result
of automation and technological
changes in general. Recent alterations in federal defense programs
have had a detrimental effect on
unemployment in California."
(This is a reference to the cancellation of the Skybolt missile program
and the picture this provides of what
the economics of disarmament would
be like.)
"Present economic trends," says
the bill, "indicate that these conditions might become more acute. This
unemployment causes many serious
sociological consequences. It has become evident that meeting it requires programs for the matching of
the employment needs of industry
with training programs of persons
available in the employment market
and involves the assessment of human resources and also activities to
encourage and facilitate the development of new industry."

Veteran Unionist
Walter Stich Dies

ITH THESE TWO basic drives
a new grand design for a betSAN FRANCISCO—Walter Stich—
ter America could be constructed. long known on many waterfronts as
It's a great challenge, and one that a militant veteran of union struggles
certainly can be met by no single —died here February 27.
union, or even many unions all
Stich, a member of the Marine
working alone. Working together, it Engineers Beneficial Association and
a one-time business
could be accomplished. Working toagent of MESA was
ward a plan, it could be accomsailing as an engiplished.
neer at the tune of
And make no mistakes about it—
his death. He was
if labor doesn't work in this direcformerly a seaman,
tion, the employer groups, aided by
a member of the
the government, will most certainly
Marine Firemen. He
try to do the job. And when they do
was a delegate to
it, it may then be called a new kind
the 1946 Committee
of "welfare state" but in old-fashfor Maritime Unity
ioned direct language, it can spell
a society we used to call "fascism." Convention and an organizer of the
Sure, many people are understand- Committee Against Waterfront
ably pessimistic about the role and Screening. He was always known as
future of the labor movement. But, a close friend of the ILWU.
think of it this way: If labor doesn't
His fight against screening, which
do the job, in the interest of labor, was a form of blacklisting against
then nobody else will.
militant unionists working on shore
And so we get back to the original and ships, brought ultimate victory
question: what is needed to interest when a Federal appeals court rethe 'mass of unorganized workers versed the initial screening order
in the labor movement? The answer and permitted a number of men to
must be a labor movement willing to return to their sea-going occupathink big, about big plans for a bet- tions.
Stich was well-known among water life for all, in a world of peace—
and bring those plans to the com- terfront unionists for his interest in
every struggle for civil rights and
munity for all to share.
When that happens, labor won't civil liberties and for any action that
be worrying about interesting the would increase living standards and
unorganized workers. Millions of security of working people.
He is survived by his wife, Marny,
working men and women will be
beating a path to the doors of the and two sons.
union movement.
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Answer to Who Said It?
United States Senator J. William Fulbright (D., Ark.) in a
memorandum to President John
F. Kennedy just before the 1961
Bay of Pigs invasion as revealed
in a book "Fulbright of Arkansas,"
published February 20, 1963.

Lie Defector Tests—
'Invasion of Privacy'
OLYMPIA—Representatives of the
United Labor Lobby have told legislators that House Bill 202, making
lie detector tests a condition for employment, is an "unreasonable invasion of privacy." The bill is being
pushed by employer groups.

